2017 LINCOLN CONTINENTAL

ELEGANCE

The design of the all-new 2017 Lincoln Continental conveys elegance, athleticism and dynamics. Stance and proportion
contribute to the car’s overall confident presence.
• New Lincoln signature grille and headlamps create
a bold statement, and feature the repeating Lincoln
star graphic
• Design incorporates aeronautic elements including
upswept winglet shape to front signature lighting, mirror
pedestals, interior door trim, instrument panel and vents
• Door handles are seamlessly integrated into the beltline
for a clean appearance, while new E-latch electronic door
handle eliminates any mechanical linkage; and uses a
microprocessor to electronically assist in door opening
and closing with the simple press of a button
• The design on the Revel speaker grilles goes far beyond
look. The pattern has been designed, engineered and
tested to produce the best sound possible. Over 200
speaker grille designs were considered to optimize the
sound quality

• Available Lincoln Black Label interior themes offer
unique woods, leathers and other materials in specific
colors and patterns
CHALET is inspired by ski vacations, and features highcontrast colors to reflect the bright snow on the slopes
countered by dark woods often used in a ski lodge;
two-tone steering wheel uses light leather on the inner
ring and dark leather on the outer. Silverwood has a
dark tone with silver highlights in a pattern inspired
by birch trees
THOROUGHBRED is inspired by horseracing and it uses
rich dark leather resembling that of a saddle on the seats
and upper instrument panel. A diamond-quilted pattern
that mimics the quilting of a horse blanket is used in
select areas of the seats and doors, while Chilean
Maplewood is used for trim
RHAPSODY is exclusive to Continental. Bright accents
including hand-laid aluminum mesh contrast against the
blue interior
• Available Perfect Position front seats are inspired
by those used in private aircraft; a patented comfort
carrier system enhances comfort by conforming to and
supporting the body. The seats have available heating or
cooling and massaging features and are adjustable up to
30 different ways.
• Instrument panel designed to inform, not overwhelm. It
can be customized to display select gauges to show as
much or as little information as the driver wants to see

• The Lincoln Embrace detects your approach illuminating
front and rear LED signature lighting in a flowing
motion, communicating Continental’s readiness; Lincoln
welcome mat brightens the area around the front
doors to assist entry and select interior lighting warmly
welcomes you inside
Pre-production model shown. 2017 Lincoln Continental available fall 2016.

